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Canadian trademark laws require that a mark be

used somewhere before the mark can be

registered, and provide that a registration may

be cancelled for non-use. In the United States, US

nationals must first use a mark to get a registration, and all

registrants must put the mark into use in the country to

maintain, and renew, a registration. Other countries have

“working” requirements that confirm that non-use after

some defined period can lead to cancellation of rights.

Local trademark laws usually define use. For goods,

normally there must be a sale of goods marked with the

trademark in a regular commercial transaction. For

services, the mark must be displayed or advertised, and

the services actually performed. Both definitions generally

focus on presence in the local jurisdiction – the sale must

be made by a local retailer, and/or to a local customer.

There are of course many local differences, for example,

focusing on test marketing, clinical trials, monetary

requirements, etc. 

However, when businesses operate mostly, or entirely,

online, what kind of local presence is necessary? How

can owners of marks associated with online services,

such as car rentals, hotel bookings and gaming meet local

use requirements? Most countries do not have statutes or

regulations that address the impact of the internet specifically. 

Canadian case law
Many of the Canadian decisions on use over the internet

evolved from a world of catalog sales, ordered by phone

or mail from retailers operating bricks and mortar

business in the United States. For example, cases

involving the SAKS mark (1989) and THE SHARPER

IMAGE mark (1990), set guidelines for determining

whether there was use of those marks for retail store

services, namely were there:

•   direct response by the mark owner to Canadian

orders/calls 

•   sales catalogs sent directly to Canadians 

•   toll-free lines accessible by Canadians 

•   advertisements available to Canadians in publications

received in Canada and/or

•   delivery to Canadian purchasers arranged for by the

mark owner.

Subsequent decisions involving online sales services

have repeated these factors, and added another – showing

costs of wares/services in Canadian dollars. Several have

suggested that the most important factor is the willingness

of the retailer to arrange for delivery of goods in Canada. 

However, in 2011, the Federal Court of Appeal, in

TSA Stores Inc. v Canada (Registrar of Trade-marks)

stated that “services” in the Trade-marks Act should be

given a broad definition, and could include use of

ancillary or incidental services associated with retail store

activity. The mark, THE SPORTS AUTHORITY, was not

used on any stores in Canada, but the owner operated a

website shown to be accessed by many thousand

Canadians, looking for stores in the US and seeking

information about sporting goods. However, there was

no evidence of any goods having been ordered from the

website. The Court accepted that providing useful

information was a common ancillary service to retail

customers, and maintained the registration. 

An even broader statement on the impact of the internet

is found in a 2012 Federal Court decision, where the

judge, in dealing with an expungement of a registration

taken out for the VRBO mark, stated… “I find, therefore,

that a trade-mark which appears on a computer screen

website in Canada, regardless where the information

may have originated from or be stored, constitutes for

Trade-Marks Act purposes, use and advertising in

Canada.” (HomeAway.com Inc. v Hrdlicka (2012)) 

Not surprisingly, these decisions lead to many

discussions about the impact of internet usage without

any bricks and mortar presence in Canada. If merely

providing information via a website was “use” in Canada,

the limits of use would be greatly expanded. Was a
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may originate in decisions dealing with use requirements for goods,

versus services, in infringement or expungement cases, or decisions

on the propriety of taking jurisdiction over an alleged infringement,

but often point to a consistent approach of “interaction” with local

consumers. 

For example;

UK: In 2000, then Judge Jacob of the English High Court rejected

a claim from US retailer Crate & Barrel for summary judgment in a

case involving the use of its mark in Ireland. In commenting on

whether the CRATE & BARREL mark for house wares could survive

a non-use challenge at a full trial, the Judge looked at many examples

of alleged “use”, including the fact that the US company operated an

online gift registry. However, the registry did not take orders from

outside the US, and did not deliver to the UK, and would not comply

with normal “use” requirements (Euromarket Designs Inc. v Peters and

Crate & Barrel Ltd. (reported in 2001)). 

Australia: Cases such as Ward Group Pty Ltd. v Brodie & Stone

(2005) and International Hair Cosmetic Group Pty Ltd v International

Hair Cosmetics Limited [2011] confirm that mere internet presence

is insufficient to make a claim to use. The Ward case focuses on

whether there is a specific intent to direct or target the jurisdiction,

and the International Hair case noted the existence of a drop-down

menu permitting internet users to select Australia, with specific

content directed to the Australian market. 

Hong Kong: A decision of the Registrar of Trade-marks in 2012, in

Iconix China Limited v. Blockmack Pty Ltd. held that the WAVERLEY

mark, for bedding, ought to be expunged. While there was a claim to

use on the internet, the website offered no information on how to

make a purchase in Hong Kong, how payments could be made, how

delivery was to be accomplished, or offered any information on local

agents or distributors. 

US: American decisions deal with multiple issues of use, such as that

required to obtain a registration (display on the internet, with use of the

trademark at the point of sale being a crucial factor, plus a means to

order the goods – In re Sones (2009)), or use in commerce necessary to

both take jurisdiction and show infringements – as in the International

Bancorp v Societe des Bains de Mer (2003), where the Court confirmed

the ability of American law to regulate activities outside of the United

States that were advertised to US citizens over the internet, and such

citizens actually purchased the services (casino services) in question.

Conclusion
The repercussions of these decisions on “use” are important – for

getting and keeping registrations, for enforcement and for normal

day-to-day trademark decision-making. What kind of searching

should be done if foreign websites that merely provide information

and prices in local currency can claim “use” in any particularly

jurisdiction? What consideration should be made for software

programs that can identify the user’s location, and automatically

input pre-programmed pricing and delivery information? While

decision-makers must have wanted to protect those with a clear

intent to do business in specific locations, what if the intent is illusory

– and merely reflects the sophistication of computer software? 

Despite, or maybe more accurately, because of these uncertainties,

the basic rule of trademark maintenance – use it or lose it – applies.

That will continue to be at odds with the reality of internet commerce,

and the seeming irrelevancy of local presence. Stay tuned for lots

more litigation!
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restaurant website with menu information “use” for restaurant

services, even though the restaurant was continents away? Was a

South African tour company website with detailed trip schedules and

pricing, accessed by Canadians planning a vacation, evidence of use

of that company’s mark in Canada for “travel and tour services”? 

The Trade-marks Office, with responsibility for both registering

marks, and summary expungement for non-use, must have decided

some limitations were in order. In Lapointe Rosenstein LLP v The West

Seal, Inc. (2012), the Opposition Board seemed intent on reining in

the suggestion that offering “information” about a service was all that

was required, while agreeing that Canadian “bricks and mortar”

presence was not necessary. Instead, the Board suggested there needed

to be some “interactivity”, and gave as suitable examples shipment

of goods to Canada and listing prices in Canadian dollars. 

This scrutiny of interaction can also be observed in a decision

involving the famous BELLAGIO hotel business, in Bellagio

Limousines v Mirage Resorts, Incorporated (2012), a decision involving

a non-use challenge of the BELLAGIO registrations for services

including hotel and casino booking services, casino and live

entertainment services, and hotel and spa services. The Opposition

Board, presumably thinking about the expansion of “use” claims

relating to incidental or ancillary services, stated that use of “hotel”

services requires that those services be performed, or that the owner

be prepared to perform such services in Canada. Online access to the

hotel’s website did not equate with “use” for hotel services, and the

registration was limited to booking services only. (Tip: always include

booking, travel information and related holiday reservation services

in applications for hotel or related hospitality service – only those

services survived in the BELLAGIO registration).

If the takeaway from this decision is that hotel and casino services

require a hotel or casino in Canada, the decision in Star Island

Entertainment LLC v Provent Holdings Ltd. (2013) may be a surprise.

This is another non-use challenge, involving the MANSION mark,

registered for various casino and gaming entertainment services,

including “providing casino gambling facilities” and “operation of a

casino”. The evidence was that all services were offered online, and

that Canadians had access to online casino games. Purely on the basis

that Canadian currency was displayed on the website, the Opposition

Board found that there was use of the services. Surprisingly, there is

no distinction made between “operation of a casino”, and being

prepared to sell online games. It is, in fact, even questionable if online

gaming is strictly legal in Canada, a fact that was not discussed in the

decision. And the focus on the appearance of Canadian currency for

price information seems to ignore the technical ability of websites to

automatically change currency based on the location of the website

user, and not due to any special connection or interaction between

the site and the user. To resort to that test alone seems to ignore the

reality of modern e-commerce capabilities. 

A review of these cases makes it tough to predict whether the

Canadian Trade-marks Office or the Courts will find use in proceedings

regarding registrations or infringement. However, businesses who

now own marks in Canada must beware of the risk of losing a mark,

including a famous mark such as the BELLAGIO hotel mark, if their

only connection to Canada is through a website. The key seems to

be to show a direct interaction with Canadian consumers, but the

extent of that is not clear. 

The international picture
Is it easier to predict if online activities will support a finding of use

in other countries? A few, like Japan, have actually incorporated

language into their legislation. Japanese Trademark Law, Art. 2

(3)(viii) (Tab 5) stipulates that use with respect to a mark includes “to

display or distribute advertisement materials, price lists or transaction

documents relating to goods or services to which a mark is affixed, or

to provide information on such content, to which a mark is affixed

by an electromagnetic device”. 

The International Trademark Association (INTA), the largest

international organization representing trademark owners around

the world, has prepared a document entitled “Online Trademark

Use”, with a handy international comparison chart asking a number

of questions, including “Does mere advertising of a mark over the

internet without presence of goods or services in your country constitute

use?” and “Must the advertising of goods over the internet be directed to

consumers in the country?”

(http://www.inta.org/Advocacy/Documents/Online%20Trademark

%20Use.pdf). 

The answers to the first question are mixed, but most respondents

answered “yes” to the second. The concept of “interaction” between

the trademark owners’ website and a local community seems to

be widely recognized internationally. Respondents to the INTA

questionnaire repeatedly referred to the importance of directly

targeting the local community. Despite the suggestion in the Canadian

Homeaway decision, above, that merely putting a mark up on a

website may constitute use, internationally, successful claims of “use”

often require the kind of interaction that would take place in a

normal commercial establishment – namely the display of actual

goods, local advertising of services, and the willingness and ability to

sell such goods or perform services in the country in question. It is

not normally enough to simply be “on the internet” – there must be

a real connection to the country where use is claimed to occur.

While a full international review of internet use cases is beyond

the scope of this article, the guidelines listed in the Canadian

decisions are echoed in cases from many other countries. Comments


